
Stage 1 
Marshal's Office

Pistol 14 Holstered
Rifle  7 On Right Barrel
SG   4 On left shelf

Shooter starts at the right barrel, hands on barrel.  When ready, “Give me a
number.”  ATB

With Rifle: shoot targets in a 2-3-2 sweep from either direction.

Move to Shotgun and shoot 4 knockdowns

Move past the post and shoot the pistol targets in a 2-3-2 sweep from 
either direction, twice.
.
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Stage 2
The Corral

Pistol 21 Holstered
Rifle  7 On left or center table
SG   5 On right table 

Stage Rifle on left or center ledge
Stage SG on right ledge

Start at center of left section of fence, Hands anywhere. When ready, “I 
gotta move how many times?!”  ATB

With pistols, put 7 rounds on target.  Move between posts of fence and put 
7 rounds on pistol target.  Move to open section between fences and put 7 
rounds on target.

With rifle put 7 rounds on target

Move to SG engage 5 KD’s
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Stage 3 Wagon

Pistol 14  Holstered
Rifle   5  On Wagon
SG    5  On Wagon

SG and rifle on wagon (anywhere)

Shooter position options:
Start behind Wagon or
Start behind horse
When ready, “This horse can’t count.”

With Pistols, Put at least two rounds on each target from behind horse

With Rifle, put at least one round on each target

Shotgun: shoot 5 KD’s
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Stage 4
Need for Speed

Pistol 21 Holstered
Rifle 7 on Table
SG  0 on cart

Rifle staged on Wagon as desired

Shooter starts standing anywhere behind table, hand/s on any gun.  When 
ready, “Lucky Number Slevin.” ATB:

Shooter is to put 7 rounds on each target but never more than 3 in a row 
with either firearm.
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Stage 5 
Hotel saloon

Pistol 14 Holstered
Rifle  6 In window 3
SG   6 In window 2

Shooter starts at window 2, hands on shotgun.  When ready, “Looks like 6 
is my number.”

From Window 2, engage 6 KD’s

From window 3, engage targets alternating double taps for 6 rds with rifle

From window 4, engage targets in alternating double taps with pistol
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